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In this session, we want to build confidence in parenting knowledge around Language 

Development through interactive activities that can be easily done at home.   

 

Key Concepts: 

• Understand and use words – receptive and expressive language 

• Basic literacy skills – know how to handle a book, know some letters and sounds, 

rhyming words, print direction and can write own name 

• Interest in books and reading 

• Memory 

• Read and write voluntarily 

 

What You will find in the Resource Kit: What You will Need to Supply: 

• Name Tags 

• Cluster bells 

• Brown Bear Hardcover Book 

• Brown lunch bags 

• Craft sticks 

• Wiggly Eye Stickers 

• Sharpie marker 

 

• Copies of the Brown Bear Templates 

(see appendix) 

• Markers, scissors, glue 

Take Home Items for Children: 

• Completed Brown Bear craft 

• Book - Brown Bear Brown Bear  

• For the Love of Reading booklet (courtesy of the Saskatchewan Literacy 

Network) 
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1. WELCOME PARENTS AND CHILDREN.  Your program begins the moment a family walks 

in the door.  Have someone at the door to welcome people as they enter the room.  Create 

a feeling of comfort and belonging by sharing a cheerful greeting.  Give a few instructions 

as to where to put coats, shoes, etc. and show the area where they will sit for the 

beginning of the session.  The teacher should be sitting where the circle will form and 

start nametags for the families.  Introductions are always important – don’t assume that 

everyone knows each other.   

If this is the first time you are meeting, give a brief introduction of yourself and your 

Pre-K program or school.   

 

 Aside to Parents – “The brains of young children are hungry 
for learning.  Every time a child hears, sees, feels, smells or 
touches something, parts of his or her brain become 
connected or “wired”.  This “wiring” happens quickly and often 
during the early years.  Today we are going to talk how 
reading to and with your child can encourage healthy brain 
development.   This includes talking, listening and memory.”  

 

2. ICE BREAKER:  Start with a fun activity to loosen everyone up.  Keeping the activities 

fun and light will keep the families coming back for more.  Choose one of the following, or 

make up your own:   

Ice breaker – Bears Like Honey! 

Ask everyone to sit in a circle.  One person is chosen to be a bear and sits in the center 

with a musical instrument e.g. cluster bells (imaginary honey pot). All the children chant 

"Isn't it funny how bears like honey, buzz, buzz, buzz.  I wonder why he does.  Go to 

sleep Mr. Bear, Don't peep Mr. Bear!"  At this point the child in the center pretends to 

sleep and someone from the circle takes the honey pot/bells - shakes them loudly and 

hides them behind their back.  Everyone hides their hands, and shouts "Wake up Mr. 

Bear!  Someone has stolen your honey!"  The person in the center then has to try and 

remember where they heard the sound coming from when the bells were shook. They say 

the name of a person they think has got it, and then that person either shows their 

empty hands or the instrument. When the culprit is found then it is their turn to be the 

bear in the circle. A really good test of listening skills! 
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Ice breaker – Going on a Bear Hunt!   

Start marching on the spot as a group.   Chant: 

 “We're going on a bear hunt!”  (Everyone repeats)   

“We're going to catch a big one!”  (Everyone repeats) 

“I'm not afraid!” (Everyone repeats) 

“I’ve got my flashlight.”  (Pretend to hold up a flashlight into the air ~ everyone repeats 

and copies)  

“Do you see what I see?”  (Shade your eyes with your hand ~ everyone repeats and 

copies)  

“It's a tall, tall tree!” (Look way up – everyone copies and repeats) 

“Can't go under it.” (Look down – everyone copies and repeats) 

“Can’t go through it.” (Everyone repeats) 

“We'll have to climb up it.” (Pretend to climb up a tree and come back down – everyone 

copies and repeats)  

Start over again and go through as many obstacles as you can such as: 

• tall grass (rub hands together)  

• river (pretend to put bathing suit on and swim)  

• mud (walk slowly with heavy feet)  

• mountain  

You finally come to the cave. Make it as scary as you like ~ whisper, walk slowly, and turn 

on your flashlight if you’re scared.  Pretend to see the bear and yell (you can throw a 

teddy bear into the middle at this point), and run (tap legs very quickly) backward 

through the mud, river and tall grass back to your home where you can lock the door!   

Really throw yourself into the fun and try to make it somewhat real. 

 Ice breaker – Are You Sleeping Mr. Bear? 

Choose one person to be the bear and go a short distance away from the larger group. 

This person lays or sits down, closes their eyes and pretends to be asleep. The large 

group holds hands and says quietly "Are you sleeping, Mr. Bear?”  The bear continues to 

sleep. The large group gets a little closer and asks the question again softly. This 

continues until the large group gets up to the sleeping bear. When they are real close 

they ask the question very loudly. "ARE YOU SLEEPING, MR BEAR?" The bear then roars 

and tries to grab the children who woke him from his sleep and the children run away 

screaming in excitement. The children then take turns being the bear. 
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3. BOOK ACTIVITY:    Using the hardcover book format, read “Brown Bear Brown Bear 

What Do You See?” together as a large group. 

 

Before Reading the Book:   

Ask:  “Who knows this book?”  It’s likely that many children not only will be familiar with 

it, but will rank it among their favourites.   

 

During Reading:  

Invite the children to chime in while you read the predictable text.  They will have fun 

predicting and naming each animal that comes next.   

Invite them to use voices that sound like the different animals on each page.  For 

example, Brown Bear might have a very loud, growly voice, and Purple Cat may “meow” as 

she says “I see a white dog looking at me.” 

You might also divide the class into color groups to match each animal in the book.  For 

example, anyone wearing red represents Red Bird; anyone wearing yellow would represent 

Yellow Duck.  When the children hear the colour they represent, invite them to stand and 

join in.   

 

After Reading 

Discuss the story, using questions such as those listed below: 

a. What did the bear see first? 

b. What did the bear see last? 

c. Did you know which animal was coming next? What were some clues that helped you 
know?  

d. Do you think there is such a thing as a blue horse or purple cat?  Why? 

e. Are gold fish really made of gold? 

f. What are some other colors for bears?  Frogs?  Birds?  Dogs?  Cats?  Horses?  
Ducks?  Fish?  Sheep?   
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 Aside to Parents – “Children need to understand and use 
words.  The term “receptive language” is what we hear and 
understand as words in our brains.  What we say or express 
then becomes our “expressive language”.  When you 
encourage back and forth conversation, answer your child’s 
questions and when you get down to a child’s level and make 
good eye contact, you create a good place for language to 
grow.” 

 

4. CRAFT:  Have each family make the Brown Bear Storytelling pieces, along with the bag 

to put them in.   Templates are included in the Appendix.   

To make the bag, place the template over a paper lunch bag, trace and cut the two ears 

out of the top of the paper bag.  Colour the bag brown. Stick on wiggly eyes.  Add facial 

features with construction paper scraps or a sharpie marker.  See example below.  

 

To make the story telling pieces, cut out and color each one.  Stick onto 

craft sticks to make puppets.  Store in the bag along with the book for 

easy storytelling!  

 

 

5.  SNACK (OPTIONAL):   Fruit Kabobs or Banana Roll 

Ensure that both parents and children have the opportunity to wash their hands prior 

to making, serving or eating any food.  Hand washing is done with parents and children 

together.  “Wash, Wash, Wash Your Hands” is the song we sing while hand washing.  

Choose one of the options below… (Tune = Row, Row, Row Your Boat)   

Wash, wash, wash your hands 

Many times a day 

Scrub and rub, 

Rinse and dry 

And throw the germs away! 

Wash, wash, wash your hands, 

Wash them nice and clean, 

Wash on top, 

Wash on bottom, 

And fingers in between! 
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Children learn to eat well by trying different foods and practicing different eating 

skills.  Practice preparing food and eating well helps children strengthen fine motor 

skills, literacy and confidence.  Guide children in socially acceptable ways to serve and 

eat food.  Make choosing food easier for children by preparing and serving food from 

tables that are at the appropriate height for young children.  Show children how to 

serve themselves using appropriate utensils.  Ensure napkins are available when serving 

food.  If a child does not like a certain food, show the child how to politely spit the 

food out onto a napkin.   

 

Fruit Kabobs 

Variety of fresh fruit slices.  

Offer one uncommon fruit if 

available 

Kabob sticks, straws or plastic 

forks 

Yogurt for dipping 

Serve the fresh fruit slices on plates.     

Children can choose which fruit they 

want.  Encourage children to spoon the 

fruit slices onto their plates rather than 

using their hands.  Once they return to 

the table where they will eat, they can 

use their hands to assemble the fruit 

into kabobs.  

Banana Roll 

Bananas, cut in half  

Craft sticks 

1 cup orange juice 

1 cup rice crisp cereal 

Give each child a banana half.  Have them 

peel it and insert the craft stick in the 

cut end.  Children can then dip their 

banana half in the orange juice and roll it 

in the cereal.   Now let them eat their 
banana roll off the stick. 

 

6. CLOSING – Thank families for coming and be sure to invite them to next week’s 

event.  Hand out bag of supplies to be sent home this week… 

• Completed Brown Bear craft 

• Book - Brown Bear Brown Bear  

• For the Love of Reading Brochure 
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 Aside to Parents – “Remember that you are your child’s 
first and most important teacher.  There are many things 
you can teach your child about language.  Memory is part of 
language.  By reading the Brown Bear book to your child 
many times at home, you can increase your child’s memory 
skills.  Sing songs and read the same books over and over.  
Keep your routine consistent and basically the same day 
after day.  This will develop a root for learning.” 

 

 

 

Sing “Good Bye Song” (Tune = If You’re Happy and You Know it) 

Oh, it’s time to say good bye to all our friends 

Oh, it’s time to say good bye to all our friends 

Oh, it’s time to say good bye 

Give a smile and wink my eye 

Oh, it’s time to say good bye to all my friends. 
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Appendix Includes:  

� Templates for Brown 
Bear Storytelling Bag & 
Pieces.  Taken from  

 http://www.makinglearningfun.com/themepages/BrownBearStorytellingPieces.htm 
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